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Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant 
Unit Nos. 1 & 2; Docket Nos. 50-317 & 50-318 
ASME Section XI Relief Request to Use an Alternative to the Inservice 

Inspection Requirement for Replacement Steam Generator Girth Welds 

(a) Letter from Ms. M. Gamberoni (NRC) to Mr. C. H. Cruse (BGE), dated 
April 5, 2000, Safety Evaluation of Proposed Alternate American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (ASME Code) 

Section XI, 1998 Edition for the Third 10-Year Inspection Interval 
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 2 (TAC Nos.  
MA4647 and MA4648

Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.55a(a)(3)(i), Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP) hereby proposes an 

alternative to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 

(Code) requirement concerning the CCNPP Steam Generator Replacement Project and associated 

Inservice Inspection (ISI) Program for the third ten year interval. Calvert Cliffs Technical 

Specification 4.0.5 states in part, "Inservice inspection of ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 components 

... shall be performed in accordance with Section XI of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and 

applicable Addenda as required by 10 CFR 50, Section 50.55a(g) ..... " Paragraph 50.55a(a)(3)(i) allows 

the use of alternatives to the requirements of Paragraph 50.55a(g), that provide an acceptable level of 

quality and safety, when authorized by the Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation.  

The CCNPP Steam Generator Replacement Project and the Third Ten-Year ISI Program Plan for Calvert 

Cliffs Units 1 and 2 meets the requirements of the 1998 Edition, no Addenda of Section XI of the ASME 

Code (except for Subsections IWE and IWL), as approved by Nuclear Regulatory Commission letter 

dated April 5, 2000 (Reference a). Table IWC-2500-1, Examination Category C-A in Section XI 

describes the general requirements for categorizing pressure retaining welds in pressure vessels as ISI 

welds where the welds are located at a gross structural discontinuity as defined by ASME Section III, 

NB-3213.2. Examples are junctions between shells of different thicknesses, cylindrical shell-to-conical 

shell junctions, shell (or head)-to-flange welds, and head-to-shell welds. As an alternative to the generic 
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criteria of gross structural discontinuity for categorizing ISI welds, CCNPP proposes to utilize the 
associated stress and fatigue analysis for the entire replacement steam generator to show that 
susceptibility of the closure girth weld to fatigue cracking is significantly less than the steam generator 
welds currently in the ISI program. Therefore adding the closure girth weld to the ISI program for the 
steam generators provides no added value in monitoring and maintaining the structural integrity of the 
vessel.  

COMPONENT FOR WHICH RELIEF IS REQUESTED 

Replacement Steam Generator Closure Girth Weld, ASME Class 2.  

CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR WHICH RELIEF IS REQUESTED 

The 1998 Edition no Addenda of ASME Section XI Table IWC-2500-1, Examination Category C-A, 
requires in part that shell circumferential welds in pressure vessels be categorized as ISI welds when the 
welds are located at a gross structural discontinuity as defined by ASME Section III, NB-3213.2.  
Examples are junctions between shells of different thicknesses, cylindrical shell-to-conical shell 
junctions, shell (or head)-to-flange welds, and head-to-shell welds.  

PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE 

The CCNPP Steam Generator Replacement Project involves replacing the steam generator lower 
assembly section containing the steam generator tubes and completely refurbishing the original steam 
drum in accordance with ASME Section II1, 1989 Edition no Addenda and ASME Section XI, 1998 
Edition no Addenda. Both sections will then be joined by the closure girth weld. The secondary side of 
the steam generator (both the original Combustion Engineering and replacement Babcock & Wilcox 
Canada) is classified as ASME Class 2 for the purposes of ISI but was constructed in accordance with 
ASME Class 1 requirements. As such, a stress and fatigue analysis of the secondary side has been 
performed which determined the predicted maximum stress intensity ranges and cumulative usage factors 
at specific junctions throughout the vessel shell. The junctions evaluated included the closure girth weld 
and other shell circumferential welds currently categorized as ISI welds. In lieu of categorizing the 
closure girth weld as an ISI weld solely due to the weld being classified by definition as a gross structural 
discontinuity since the weld will become a junction between shells of different thicknesses, CCNPP 
proposes to utilize the stress analysis to show that susceptibility of this weld to fatigue cracking is 
significantly less than the steam generator welds currently in the ISI program. Therefore adding the 
closure girth weld to the ISI program for the replacement steam generators provides no added value in 
monitoring and maintaining the structural integrity of the vessel.  

In support of this effort, we have reviewed the applicable sections of various editions of ASME Section 
III, Section VIII, and Section XI Codes to determine the basis for the current definition of a gross 
structural discontinuity. In addition, we sought and received a Code Interpretation from the ASME 
Section III Committee clarifying the definition of a gross structural discontinuity (Attachments 2 and 3).  
As documented in the following section, based on this Code Interpretation, the low stress intensity and 
usage factor values determined by the stress and fatigue analysis do not support classifying the closure 
girth weld as a gross structural discontinuity.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant's ISI program for the secondary side of the steam generators currently 
includes the following circumferential welds (Attachment 1): 

"* Head Circumferential Weld 

"* Upper Steam Drum Shell-To-Transition Cone Weld 

"* Tubesheet-to-Shell Weld 

The head circumferential weld and the upper steam drum shell-to-transition cone weld are welds on the 
original steam drum section, which will be re-installed. These two circumferential welds have been 
subjected to two ten-year ISI inspection intervals. The tubesheet-to-shell weld is part of the replacement 
lower assembly and therefore a new weld in the ISI program.  

The stress and fatigue analysis performed for the replacement steam generators evaluated the entire 
vessel for a design life of 40 years taking into account the operating history of the steam drum section 
prior to replacement. A summary of the stress analysis is tabulated below: 

Allowable Stress Fatigue 
Range of Stress Intensity (ksi) Fatigue Usage 
Intensity (ksi) Usage Factor 

Junction (PL +Pb+Q) 3Sin 1.5Sm Factor Limit 

Head Circumferential Weld 20.3 80.1 40.1 0.04 1.0 

Tubesheet-to-Shell Weld 71.6 90.0 45.0 0.03 1.0 

Upper Steam Drum-to- 36.0 80.1 40.1 0.02 1.0 
Transition Cone Weld 

Replacement Steam 
Generator Closure Girth 26.0 80.1 40.1 0.002 1.0 
Weld I I 

The data tabulated above shows that the susceptibility of the closure girth weld to fatigue cracking is very 
low in comparison to the other three circumferential welds listed that are currently in the ISI program.  
Of particular note is the comparison between the upper steam drum shell-to-transition cone weld and the 
closure girth weld. Per ASME Section XI, Table IWC-2500-1, the upper steam drum shell-to-transition 
cone weld is also an ISI weld solely due to the weld being classified as a gross structural discontinuity 
since this weld is a cylindrical shell-to-conical shell junction. The upper steam drum shell-to-transition 
cone weld has both a higher stress intensity range and fatigue usage factor than the closure girth weld.  
The upper steam drum shell-to-transition cone weld is part of the original steam drum and has undergone 
two ten-year ISI inspections with no flaws detected. This weld will remain an ISI weld. Based on the 
stress analysis performed for the replacement steam generator, the probability of the upper steam drum 
shell-to-transition cone weld developing a fatigue crack is significantly higher than the closure girth 
weld. Therefore, subjecting the closure girth to future volumetric inspections will not provide any added 
value in monitoring the structural integrity of the steam generators.
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SAFETY COMMITTEE REVIEW 

The proposed relief request has been reviewed by our Plant Operations and Safety Review Committee, 
and they have concluded that the proposed alternative provides an acceptable level of quality and safety.  

SCHEDULE 

Not adding the closure girth weld to the ISI program directly impacts planning for the upcoming Calvert 
Cliffs Unit 2 Spring 2003 Steam Generator Replacement Outage (scheduled to begin on February 14, 
2003). We request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission review and approve our proposed 
alternative prior to this outage.  

Should you have questions regarding this matter, we will be pleased to discuss them with you.

PEK/GT/bjd 

Attachments:

Very truly yours,

(1) 
(2) 
(3)

Figure 1, Replacement Steam Generator Weld Locations 
CCNPP Code Interpretation Request Letter 
ASME Code Interpretation Letter

cc: J. Petro, Esquire 
J. E. Silberg, Esquire 
Director, Project Directorate I-1, NRC 
D. M. Skay, NRC

H. J. Miller, NRC 
Resident Inspector, NRC 
R. I. McLean, DNR



ATTACHMENT (1)

FIGURE 1, 

REPLACEMENT STEAM GENERATOR WELD LOCATIONS

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Inc.  
October 22, 2002
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FIGURE 1 
REPLACEMENT STEAM GENERATOR WELD LOCATIONS
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CCNPP CODE INTERPRETATION REQUEST LETTER

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Inc.  
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ATTACHMENT (2) 
Cailveirt Cliffs maesr Povwe, Plarnt 1650 Calvert Cliffs Parkway 

Constellation Generation Group, LLC Lusby, Maryland 20657 

Steam Generator Project October 8, 2002 
SGP-PM-02-186 

Secretary 
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Committee 
ASME International 
Three Park Ave.  
New York, NY 10016-5990 

Subject: Section IlI. Interpretation of NB-3213.2 

Dear Sir: 

We are in the final stages of preparing for our upcoming steam generator replacement project 

and need to finalize the closure girth weld joint configuration for the two-piece vessel assembly 

in the field. Section XI requires some welds to be ultrasonically examined. If it is required that a 

circumferential weld at a tapered transition be ultrasonically examined, a different weld joint 

configuration will be used than* if ultrasonic examination is not required. To determine where 

examinations are to be performed, Section Xl refers to Section III for the definition of gross 

structural discontinuity.  

Section XI, Table IWC-2500-1, Category C-A requires examination of circumferential shell welds 

at gross structural discontinuities, as defined in Section Ill, NB-3213.2. Unfortunately, the 

definition for gross structural discontinuity in NB-3213.2 is unclear and is inconsistent with the 

definition for gross structural discontinuity in B31.7, Section Viii, Division 2, 4-112(b.) and 

Section VIII, Division 3, KD-210(b). The original definition of gross structural discontinuity in the 

1968 Edition of Section Ill is consistent with the current definitions in Section VIII, Divisions 2 

and 3. We feel the definitions in all three books should be essentially the same because the 

stress analysis methodologies in the three books are identical.  

When the original Section III definition (or the Section VIlI, Division 2 and 3 definition) for gross 

structural discontinuity is used, it seems obvious that a structural discontinuity is considered 
"a gross" only when associated with stresses higher than the basic allowable primary stresses 

(primary membrane plus primary bending). Table NB-3217-1, and Fig. NB-3222-1 seem to 

support this conclusion. Further confirmation of this conclusion is the fact that F-1 02.2 in the 

B31.7 Code states that, uThe C factors in Equations (10), (11), and (12) are gross structural 

discontinuities." In B31.7 and Section IIl, Equation (10) addresses primary plus secondary 

stress intensity range; Equation (11) addresses peak stress intensity range; and Equation (12) 

addresses simplified elastic-plastic discontinuity analysis. These three equations all deal with 

stresses that are much higher than the allowable stress values for primary stress. From this 

fact, it seems apparent that structural discontinuities are considered "gross" only when 

associated with stresses higher than the primary stress allowable values.



NB-3361 is also related to the issue of the Code definition of gross structural discontinuity. The 
first sentence states, "in general, a tapered transition section as shown in Fig. NB-3361-1 which 
is a type of gross structural discontinuity (NB-3213.2) shall be provided at joints of Categories A 
and B between sections that differ in thickness by more than one-fourth the thickness of the 
thinner section." We have calculated the stresses at the transition joint of our vessel and the 
sum of primary plus secondary plus peak is less than 1.5S.  

Based on the above, our questions are as follows: 

Question (1): Is a structural discontinuity considered to be a "gross structural discontinuity" when 
the membrane stress intensity does not exceed 1.1 Sm and the membrane plus bending stress 
intensity does not exceed 1.5 Sm? 

Reply (1): No.  

Question (2): Does the first sentence of NB-3361 classify a tapered transition in thickness as a 
"gross structural discontinuity"? 

Reply (2): No. The definition used for classifying whether a discontinuity is a "gross structural 
discontinuity" is given in NB-3213.2. The tapered transition referenced in NB-3361 is a type of 
structural discontinuity, but whether or not it is a "gross structural discontinuity" depends on the 
level of stress calculated at the joint.  

We would appreciate an answer as soon as possible as we are now preparing our mock-up and 
welding processes. There is an urgent need for a quick response if at all possible.  

Sincerely, 

J. R. Dalrymple 
Project Manager 
Steam Generator Project 

JRD/smp 

cc: T. L. Konerth 
J. 0. Calle 
File 9.1

g:SGPM02-186.doc
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ASME CODE INTERPRETATION LETTER

Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Inc.  
October 22, 2002
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AESIAME Intrnatlo nal1
Codes ead tanduds

Throe ParkAvsnus 
NewYovkNY i0016-5990 
U..A.

Octobcr 18, 2002 

CRlvrfl Ciffs~z Nuletep Power PIa±M 
Cwmotlla~tIon Geneatio Group, 11.0 
1650 Calvert Cliffs PakZlwy 
Lusby, Maryland 20657

Subject: 
Refezrxict:.  
ASUMflMe#:

ASME Sectiton 1I14 NB-32l3.2 
Yaw Wattr 4aod OectberS1, 2002 
N102-018

near I. R.. IPlmnple;.  

oar understanding of fth cpestictis in y=inquirY, and our MeUMe Ame as £llowa:

Question (1); 

Reply (1): 

Qucstion (2):.

is a structural discontinuiy considered to be it mgms structuaml discontinuiity" (TAble NB-3217-1 and 

Fig. NB-322-1) wbentbe membran sitzess intenity doe tot exceed 1.1 8 (.NB-E32 13.10) and the 

membrane plus bending stress Intensity does not exceed 1-5 S. (P42 MB-3221-1)7 

NO, 

Does the frsnt sentnce ofNB-3361 classify a tapered tranition. Ingkm ia me U a"$ross atreticttl 

discontfinity'"I

Reply (2): No0. Thle definition used for classifying Wbethef a ascontfinuit/is a "gross strhuctrl disconiinuit9' is 
given in NB-3213.2. The ftaperd timisition. refrewed in NB-3361 Is a t)" of structural 
discondnnity, but whethwr or wot it Is a gross stnicbxml discoctinuity depends on the level of stress 

Very way yours, 

Christia BnS 
Secretary, BWV SuibCO=nIUIUfe oNuc4eaPowcr (SC HI) 

ASME woadrUW Vu&s fo ru.MCau Mdeftat i I~pruIt %tem w V jdaWW ftMIMg IS gyjazbN 04J fto bkgik bslep rchl gad MetijWwQibi RFdt lOews 
gvbo*1by V Uf~vnf Wura08 uieyppto to mgnUSI& MW wAs~ or vhim~t Sc ben~ 1 t d cofi ft*~ dmwaft, AM dme mtsfxvyt' MrrI..'W or~ 

"-ameitnamy ho. cnflimn vpwdwn we44t arsc4

The American Society nf Mnr-hsnlns' F~nedr~nn#rt


